
SCRAPER TOOL, BRUSH, SOAK SLEEVE & SAFETY VALVE REFURBISHMENT

CASE STUDY

Our client, a North Sea Operator, had a TRSSSV which was displaying integrity issues, preventing 
safe production and requiring investigation. It was essential to the client that the well was taken 
back into production as soon as possible. During the investigation a tubing restriction was identified 
and the control line displayed gas ingress, preventing safe functioning of the safety valve.

Initially, Oilenco deployed a TRSSSV investigation package, this included our Scraper Tool, Wire 
Roller Brush and Soak Sleeve & Syringe. Following a failed drift test the Scraper Tool and Wire 
Roller Brush were run to clear debris from the tubing preventing access to the safety valve. The 
Scraper Tool has an adjustable diameter and the teeth cover the entire tubing range, allowing the 
removal of small amounts of material with each pass. 

Unfortunately another complication arose - gas 
ingress was found in the control line. At this stage 
it was decided to install an insert valve, already 
owned by the client. The safety valve was 
redressed and run with Oilenco REACT Seals. The 
REACT seal is a proprietary sealing system that 
helps regain integrity within damaged seal bores. 
Again, this was required at short notice which the 
Oilenco team delivered thanks to our agile and 
responsive service delivery.

Once the insert valve was successfully installed offshore, the well was then brought back into production. 
Getting the well back into production quickly was essential to our client. Oilenco was able to react to 
unforeseen issues in this project as we carry a fleet of essential well intervention equipment. We also 
have our own manufacturing capabilities to quickly turn around client requirements.
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The wire roller brush was run again, this time to clean the safety valve. The valve still failed inflow 
testing therefore we treated the valve for 6 hours using the soak sleeve and syringe. The valve was
still not functioning. Further investigation showed wax in the control line, preventing vital communications
to the safety valve. To combat the build up of wax Oilenco quickly deployed a Lock-in Sleeve, this allowed
the client to flow the well, heating up the control line and clearing the wax.


